Inspired by the success of Egan Boxcore technology, Architrave is the newest design family that brings the outdoors and adds an earthy, modern appeal to your space. Architrave products are distinguished by a sturdy, 1 1/8” (29mm) oak wood frame that is finished with a thin bezel edge of 1/4” (6mm). Architrave can be specified in Markerboard, Mobile or TableScreen format all available with 4 oak stains. With an array of infill options - EVS, GlassWrite, EganAero, Tackable Fabric, Cork, or EcoTack - the configuration opportunities with Architrave are endless.
OVERVIEW PRODUCT CATEGORIES

ARCHITRAVE | PRESENTATION BOARD

Enhance your Egan presentation board by integrating a natural, organic design that will provide a peaceful, calming space for ideas to flow. Available in EVS, GlassWrite, EganAero, Tackable or Acoustic fabric infills.

ARCHITRAVE MOBILE

Complement the functionality of your mobile with the earthy design of Architrave. With Egan mobiles, you can specify two different infills to enhance the utility of the mobile.

ARCHITRAVE TABLESCREEN

Create functional privacy without compromising the design elements for natural ambient environments. Specify two different infills for a dynamic divider or specify one to maintain the consistency and simplicity within your table space.
INFILL OPTIONS

GIASSWRITE & EGANAERO

Egan offers the best in glass, with high performing, quality glass and over 1,000 standard glass color options, available with the Egan Infinite Palette.

EGAN VERSA SURFACE | EVS

A revolutionary surface, EVS provides commercial grade performance and is the only dry erase surface that can deliver flexible design, is guaranteed-to-clean, and has a low gloss matte white surface that reduces glare and reflection from ambient light, making it ideal for projection.

EGAN FABRIC PROGRAM

Egan partners with Maharam and Guilford of Maine, to provide a wide range of fabric patterns and colors. Have your own fabric? Send us a sample and we will work with you to customize your Dimension product.

OAK FRAME SPECIES

LIGHT OAK  MEDIUM OAK  DARK OAK  BLACK OAK

EGANINK

Inspire creativity, thought and productivity by integrating visual interest in your space. EganINK is a high-resolution printing service that lets you enhance your Egan products with visual and communication tools. Create even more powerful and functional pieces by adding EganINK to your next Egan order.